EARTH
SYSTEM MODELING

A WEB SERVICES-BASED UNIVERSAL
APPROACH TO HETEROGENEOUS
FAULT DATABASES
QuakeSim lets scientists study earthquake behavior over single or multiple seismic cycles.
The system’s semantics-based database component, QuakeTables, provides global realtime accessibility to a diverse set of earthquake and fault data.

I

n the past decade, the availability of spacederived crustal deformation data has transformed the solid earth geophysics field.
Global Positioning System (GPS) networks deployed globally provide precise timedependent information on how the Earth’s crust
responds to earthquakes and plate-tectonic
processes. Interferometric Synthetic Aperture
Radar (InSAR) data reveal spatially dense information on how the Earth’s crust deforms and
how faults interact with each other.
Deformation of the Earth’s crust and the interaction between earthquake faults is a complex 3D
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process. Understanding these processes requires
sophisticated models and the use of high-performance computers. Our simulation system,
QuakeSim (http://quakesim.jpl.nasa.gov), aims to
help members of the seismological, crustal deformation, and tectonic communities develop an
understanding of active tectonic and earthquake
processes. The project’s major science goal is to
create a virtual laboratory to probe earthquake
behavior. Its computational goal is to produce a
functional system that fully models earthquakerelated data.1
QuakeSim is a Web browser-based problemsolving environment that provides a set of links between newly available resources from NASA’s
Earth-observing systems, high-performance simulations, automated data mining, and more traditional tools. It’s the first Web services-based,
interoperable environment for creating large-scale
forward models of earthquake processes.2 A Web
services-based portal provides global access to
geologic reference models of faults and fault data,
simple analysis tools, new parallel forward models,
and visualization support.
Effective use of large data sets in the solid earth
sciences will soon require cyberinfrastructure tools
(www.cise.nsf.gov/sci/reports/toc.cfm). QuakeTables, a database system for handling both real
and simulated data, provides input for earthquake
simulation tools using fault data. Later, it will in-
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clude other types of earthquake data as well. This
article describes our Web-based universal approach
to heterogeneous earthquake databases using
QuakeTables to demonstrate the design,
development, and implementation challenges of incorporating solid earth science data sets in highperformance computing simulations.

Data Management Problems
Earthquakes are generated by sudden fault movements, which produce seismic waves and induce 3D
deformation of the Earth’s surface. Earthquake science data sets include geographical and temporal
fault data, regional deformation, and descriptive
characteristics of the earthquakes themselves. These
heterogeneous data sets reside in various distributed
databases constructed for speciﬁc data types. Earthquake science data is heterogeneous, and the interpretations of some data types differ from resource
to resource and from scientist to scientist.3 Because
existing databases have different information, structural organizations, and data formats, it’s difﬁcult to
compare the results of simulations with input from
different databases. The QuakeTables database system manages various types of earthquake science
data and information, providing for its deﬁnition,
storage, query, and control. We use QuakeTables
content to cross-validate different simulation methods, explore competing theories of plate-boundary
development, perform case studies with widely accepted assumptions, and provide input for visualization software to display simulation results.
Scientific data management problems are, of
course, not limited to earthquake science: digital
libraries supporting biology,4 for example, have investigated similar issues. These projects share several requirements:
• Annotation lets users make comments on data sets.
• Pedigree, or provenance, tracks data origins and
ownership with mechanisms such as automatic
time-stamping and associations with users or particular data sources (ranging from publications to
simulation codes). All entries should be traceable
to their origins to assist users in determining data
quality and in isolating potential errors.
• Data curation provides services for authorized
groups to “bless” certain entries (and to revoke
such blessings as appropriate), as required when
mixing validated and nonvalidated data.
• Access controls restrict access on nonvalidated data
sets to particular groups of researchers to prevent
inadvertent or improper use of nonvalidated results. They also protect a collaborative group’s results until they’re ready for broader publication.
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We designed QuakeTables specifically to handle
these requirements. We’ve found, for example,
that nonvalidated data sets containing simulated
or unpublished data can be almost as useful in
geophysical modeling as validated data sets. Geophysicists using modeling and simulation codes
often want to compare simulation results after
changing parameter settings and might wish to
publish this data, along with associated results, to
selected collaborators. QuakeTables allows this
sort of limited publication (and sometimes retraction) of results, filling a gap in current geophysical database systems.

Web-Based Approach
In earthquake science, data sources can be observations, simulations, or hypotheses. Scientists can
have their own interpretations and analyses of raw
data, but data can be difﬁcult to compile from distributed individual databases. Therefore, effective
information retrieval and Web-based search for
data of interest to a speciﬁc scientist requires a semantic metadata management system and Web service wrappers. Wrappers handle interface and data
heterogeneity, whereas semantic metadata assists
in information discovery and subsequent use (for
example, scientists using their simulation model on
fault data from another source).
Representing and extracting semantic meaning
from information content is thus essential. Figure
1 shows an initial domain ontology (a description
of key concepts and interrelationships in the domain) developed by computer scientists and earthquake science experts.
Our approach incorporates an object-based
classified database model—the Classified Interrelated Object Model (CIOM)5—to structure a
domain-dependent ontology for representing semantic information6–8—that is, information about
a statement’s or fact’s meaning. To represent and
understand the meaning of interrelationships,
CIOM provides enriched semantics primitives
(types of interrelationships the system understands) such as subclass (special kind of), attribute
(property of), and inverse (inverse of a property),
grouping classes that are second-order collections—namely, classes of classes and instances
(specific fact occurrences).5
Ontronic9 is our ontology-based metadata
management system that supports CIOM in
structuring semantic information to construct,
refine, and expand ontologies. It supports analysis of the data sources and specifies the concepts
and interrelationships among the concepts to establish a domain ontology.5 Ontronic created the
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Figure 1. A seismology domain ontology (created by Ontronic).5 The two roots in the example—event and seismology—can be
further categorized. Seismology, for example, can be specialized as Geophenomenon, Seismology research, or Geological
feature, and Event can be subcategorized as Disaster, Conference, or Geophenomenon. Each subclass can be further specialized,
as shown.

seismology-domain ontology in Figure 1 using
QuakeTables parameters and seismology-domain
knowledge.
The limitation of accessibility is a problem in
current heterogeneous fault databases. The properties of observatory earthquake and fault data are
enormous and temporal-based. Sharing the abundant and valuable data is difﬁcult because of the diversity of data formats, storage, and organization.
For example, data can be saved as plain text, with
user-deﬁned ﬁle types, or in various database management systems.
To break the barrier of accessibility due to heterogeneity, we use a universal approach based on
Semantic Web and Web services technologies. This
lets scientists access the abundant data in heterogeneous databases with minimal delay and without
having to deal directly with formats or system platforms. A system based on this universal approach
must, of course, provide integration portability to
manage interoperability for heterogeneous data.

Tools for Global Accessibility
To achieve real-time global accessibility, data transmission via the Internet must be based on a lightweight protocol—a transmission agreement between the server and client machines with minimal
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overhead to reduce transmission time. Web services
technologies minimize the data transmission overhead by using an XML-based protocol and schema
of interface definitions to invoke the applications
among servers and clients. We implement the service interface using a Web-friendly programming
language such as Java or Python. Web services let
platforms and applications exchange information
and make remote application invocation possible.10
XML is a key Web services technology. We use
XML schemas to describe different data sources’
metadata. XML schemas specify metadata’s structure
(such as the elements or concepts within the structure
and the relations among these elements or concepts)
and deﬁne each element’s or attribute’s data type.
Users have different requirements for retrieving
data. Using Web services technologies, client stubs
developed according to user requirements let users
request information on literature references, retrieve
data for use in graphical simulations with virtual reality tools, and collect data from several resources
for experiments. The user-friendly, easily accessible,
and browser-based authorized interfaces manage the
databases and provide access at different levels of abstraction. The interface designs are based on the
concurrent efforts of scientists and engineers.
For support to SOAP, we use the Web services
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Figure 2. QuakeSim portal and service architecture. The database is the
QuakeTables database; RIVA is the Remote Interactive Visualization and
Analysis System. RIVA can be used as an interactive system to explore
and visualize large terrain data sets in 3D perspective views, or as an
animation tool to generate fly-by movies using high-resolution images
and digital elevation.

client stubs for earthquake simulations. For support
to HTTP, we’ve implemented a browser-based user
interface. We developed a basic search using an
HTTP-based wildcard search engine as well as an
intelligent search engine for fault data: users can enter an author name, a fault name, or a title keyword
to search for fault data. The search engine’s intelligence lets it accept a partial string of one author or
one partial fault name as input. It displays the query
results as a list of data entries that includes the attribute values of the (partial) author name or fault
name requested by the user.

QuakeTables Database
The need for compilations of fault data for seismic
hazard analysis has existed for a long time, and scientists have constructed several databases for this
purpose. Most existing databases11–14 provide input for probabilistic seismic hazard assessment
(PSHA). Because they’re text-based, these databases are generally neither accessible nor structured for numerical simulations and modeling of
earthquake processes. Although the recently released US Geological Survey (USGS) Quaternary
Fault and Fold Database14 contains a wealth of validated fault data, for example, much of it is descriptive text that can’t be input to simulation codes
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without labor-intensive effort. In addition, fault attributes or parameters that are useful for seismic
hazard assessment might differ from parameters required for tectonic modeling and understanding
active deformation processes at varying temporal
and spatial scales. Most faults in existing databases,
for example, are divided into characteristic segments that are expected to rupture as a unit. Geologic slip rates refer to entire faults or segments
rather than to the speciﬁc locations (geographic coordinates) where they were measured. These simplifications are useful for seismic hazard analysis,
but they introduce subjective interpretations that
could bias the results of fault behavior simulations
over different time scales.
To reduce this problem, the QuakeTables database includes both primary and interpreted or subjective “nonprimary” fault parameters.3 Geologic
fault parameters include fault location and geometry, such as dip angle. The database also contains
paleoseismic data about active faults’ activity and
earthquake history. Paleoseismic data describe fault
activity over time scales of tens to thousands of
years. Primary paleoseismic data parameters include measurements of fault slip rate, dates and locations of previous ruptures, earthquake recurrence
intervals, and the amount of fault displacement per
earthquake. Nonprimary fault parameters include
characteristic segment deﬁnitions and characteristic or prehistoric rupture magnitudes.

System Architecture
Figure 2 shows how QuakeTables relates to the
QuakeSim system architecture. Figure 3 shows a
simplified extended entity relationship (EER)
schema for the initial QuakeTables database. We
developed the parameters to provide input to
QuakeSim model codes. Documentation describing a relational implementation of the database is
available on the QuakeSim Web page (http://
quakesim.jpl.nasa.gov/).
We use MySQL, a commercially available general-purpose database management system, to support QuakeTables. The system runs on a PC under
Linux and supports the deﬁnition, storage, access,
and control of collections of structured data. We
implement the HTTP-based application program
interfaces (APIs) using HTML and JavaScript, and
format the user interfaces as forms to provide simple but sufficient functions. For the SOAP-based
API, we use Java-based technologies to implement
the client stubs. Users familiar with SQL, the database query language, have more power to manage
the data with client stubs.
QuakeTables accommodates several types of fault
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Figure 3. A simplified extended entity relationship model specification for the QuakeTables fault database shows relationships
among attributes and faults.

data and data sets, as well as simulated or hypothetical data. There are pre-existing collections with
Web-based access interfaces; there are also some
structured collections managed by general-purpose
database management systems. QuakeTables lets
users characterize dynamically deﬁned earthquake
faults and includes material rectilinear-layer parameters for 3D tectonic deformation modeling.
The QuakeSim system is operational, is geographically extensible, and has proven useful for
earthquake research. QuakeTables contains data
from California faults, but no geographic restriction exists for future data entries. We extracted the
data in QuakeTables from refereed journal articles,
professional papers, professional reports, and conference abstracts.
QuakeTables also contains paleoseismic data
from major faults as well as three structured data
sets: a recent version of Virtual California15 and
two fault databases12,13 published by the California
Geological Survey (CGS) and the USGS for
seismic hazard analysis. These structured data sets
provide geographic coordinates, geometry, and
summary attributes for many active faults and fault
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segments in California. We’ll add more paleoseismic data from research publications in the future.

Web Portal Access
QuakeSim offers several high-end computing simulation tools and application programs (available at
http://complexity.ucs.indiana.edu:8282/jetspeed/
index.jsp). You can access the QuakeSim portal
from the QuakeSim homepage (http://quakesim.
jpl.nasa.gov/).
Figure 2 is a diagram of the portal and its threetiered architecture. Web portals are a common approach for providing user-friendly interfaces for
launching and controlling complex chains of codes
and data or for simply downloading query results.
These portals are sophisticated user environments
in their own right, providing many services for
managing the user experience.
Users interact with QuakeSim through the Web
browser interface. The browser connects to an aggregating portal2,9,10,16 running on the user interface server. This portal collects and manages
dynamically generated Web pages that can be developed independently of the portal and run on
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Figure 4. Browser interface for an example QuakeSim portal
component. The screenshot shows two user interfaces, a visualization of
Disloc output on the right and the code input interface on the left. The
interfaces are independent Web pages pulled into the aggregating
portal. Users can navigate to other portlet component displays using
the tabs across the top.

separate servers. Portlets manage particular Web
site connections.
Figure 4 is an example user interface featuring
output from Disloc, a program that models dislocations resulting from movement of a fault. Disloc
also handles multiple arbitrarily dipping dislocations (faults) in an elastic half-space to produce surface displacements.
The QuakeTables architecture, both in its current form and with planned future enhancements,
provides programmatic and human access to fault
data. By adopting an OpenGIS-based Web service
architecture, we separate the logic and implementation of data representation and access from the
application layer that’s used to build client programs. We can also use these client applications as
application interfaces or as remote procedure calls
embedded in geophysical application codes. Or, the
applications can be human interfaces in which the
system delivers the data product directly to the end
user, who can then incorporate the results in ofﬂine
or desktop applications.

I

n the project’s next phase, we’ll use Web
(Grid) service technology to demonstrate
the assimilation of multiple distributed
data sources into a major parallel highperformance computing earthquake-forecasting
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code. A key design requirement is environmental support for deﬁning and using interfaces between components that address different scales
of the earthquake process, which can range from
continental to a grain of sand. Support for such
processes might include special data operations
such as ﬁltering and parameterization.
We’ll also add GPS, InSAR, and other geophysical data types, as well as additional fault
data. Current work involves developing a
metaontology: a federation of semantic specifications for various types of geophysical data. Future
work involves developing user-friendly interfaces
to find, browse, extract, and use data from various sources. With these improvements, the
QuakeSim project and QuakeTables database
component will continue to provide cyberinfrastructure tools for modeling regional deformation and earthquake processes in a Web services
environment.
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